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I. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Cape St. Mary Associates asks this Court to accept review of the 

Court of Appeals decision terminating review designated in Part II below. 

II. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

The subject of this petition is the decision of the Court of Appeals, 

Division One, filed March 2, 2020. A copy of the decision is in the 

Appendix at pages 1-19. No reconsideration was requested. 

III. ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

Can Washington citizens rely on public property records to define 

the lawful use of properties they own or purchase, or are they at risk of 

unrecorded restrictions because government officials, decades earlier, 

wished to impose them? 

Petitioner owns a 90-acre lot (the “Ranch Tract”) in a San Juan 

County subdivision formed in 1981. The lots in the subdivision are 

governed by official documents approved by the County (the “Plat”). The 

Plat does not limit the use or subdivision of the Ranch Tract. Nevertheless, 

the Court of Appeals held that the Ranch Tract use is restricted and that it 

may not be subdivided. The Court of Appeals reached this result in 

reliance on evidence that County officials, back in 1981, wished to impose 

these restrictions, though their wishes were not reflected on the Plat.  
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The Court of Appeals’ decision is contrary to multiple decisions of 

the Washington Supreme Court and it raises a critical issue for property 

owners and purchasers across the state: can they rely on public property 

records to state the lawful uses of property, or are they subject to the 

unrecorded and unilateral wishes of long-gone officials? 

IV. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This case relates to the Cape St. Mary Estates (“CSME”) 

subdivision in San Juan County Washington. Owners of that property 

applied in 1978 for approval to subdivide and submitted a plat map 

showing 65 acres divided into 29 lots. CP 27. The San Juan County 

Commissioners refused to approve the application unless the density was 

reduced, even though the average density already met existing 

requirements. The applicants challenged the County in court and obtained 

a new hearing.1 At the new hearing, the County did not demand an express 

density restriction, but it refused to approve the CSME subdivision unless 

an adjoining 90-acre property (the Ranch Tract) was included. CP 69-71, 

174.  

The CSME owners reluctantly acquiesced and submitted a revised 

application showing the enlarged subdivision with the Ranch Tract added 

 
1 See the Appendix, p. 2. 
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as Lot 30. CP 44.  The County approved the revised application and it 

became the official Plat of the subdivision. The County’s resolution 

approving the Plat listed no conditions on approval. CP 73.  

The face of the Plat includes a list of numbered “Restrictions.”2 

None of the Restrictions affects the use of the Ranch Tract except in ways 

not relevant here.3 Restriction #4 expressly contemplates future 

subdivision of the lots: 

Under any replat which further divides any lot, the plat 

road(s) shall be constructed to comply with the currently 

adopted minimum standards . . .  

After the Plat was approved, thirty years went by. Then, in 2016, 

Petitioner expressed interest in subdividing the Ranch Tract to form 

residential lots averaging 10 acres each.  The San Juan County Department 

of Community Development refused to consider an application unless it 

included the signatures of the lot 1-29 owners. CP 27-33. This 

determination was reviewed by a Hearing Examiner, who issued findings 

and conclusions supporting the County’s position. CP 573-596. The 

Hearing Examiner said (CP 591): 

In construing “restrictions” that apply to a plat, it was 

reasonable and appropriate for the Director to ascertain the 

 
2 A copy of the “Restrictions” is at CP 42 and in the Appendix at p. 20. 
3 Restriction #14 prohibits certain activities near an existing well. 
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intent of the County Council when it approved the final plat 

. . . 

Petitioner objected that a plat must be interpreted according to the 

intent of the dedicator, not the government, and that no one’s subjective 

intent should be used to override or add to the objective terms of a plat. 

These errors were presented to the Skagit County Superior Court, but that 

court simply rubber-stamped the Hearing Examiner’s findings and 

conclusions. CP 599-600.  

The Court of Appeals did not correct the errors of the Hearing 

Examiner, it embraced them. It too relied on evidence from outside the 

official property records to discern the County’s subjective intentions.  

The first part of the Court of Appeals’ decision (Appendix pp. 2-4) 

recites that in 1981 the County tried to impose density restrictions on the 

CSME subdivision and the dedicators objected, even going to court. The 

Court of Appeals found it “[o]f significance to this case” that the County’s 

Planning Commission recommended including the Ranch Tract in the 

CSME subdivision, “subject to all restrictions and covenants, including 

that it be for agricultural purposes – not residential.” Appendix pp. 2-3. 

But it is undisputed that this recommendation was never included in the 

Plat or in the County’s resolution approving the Plat. It was invisible to 

anyone researching the official property records. 
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Recognizing that the Plat itself imposed no restrictions on the 

Ranch Tract, the Court of Appeals seized on a note following the 

numbered Restrictions, which provides:  

For further restrictions, see the Declaration of Covenants, 

Conditions, Easements, Liens, and Restrictions for Cape St. 

Mary Estates as recorded at Auditor’s File No. 117735, 

records of San Juan County, Washington. 

This “CC&R Note” refers to a set of private covenants (CC&Rs) 

relating to the subdivision. The CC&Rs were distinct from and not 

intended to be part of the Plat. Nevertheless, the Court of Appeals held 

that the CC&R Note had the effect of incorporating the CC&Rs by 

reference, so that they became part of the Plat (Appendix p. 8). This was 

implausible enough, but the Court of Appeals went on to hold that only 

some of the CC&Rs were incorporated, namely, the ones that favored the 

subjective wishes of County officials in 1981. Thus, the Court of Appeals 

held that only the following part of CC&R Article VIII (CP 93-94) was 

incorporated: 

The Cape Saint Mary Ranch Tract, as designated on the 

plat, is associated with the plat of Cape Saint Mary Estates 

for a limited purpose and is not subject to the covenants, 

conditions, and restrictions of or dedicated as part of that 

part of the plat known as Cape Saint Mary Estates, Lots 1 

through 29.  However, the Cape Saint Mary Ranch Tract is 

subject to the immediately following covenants and 

restrictions: 
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(1)  The tract is to be used primarily for agricultural 

purposes.4 

The Court of Appeals ignored the rest of that same Article, which 

expressly contemplated future subdivision of the Ranch Tract: 

(2)  Any application for subdivision of the Cape St. 

Mary Ranch Tract shall be in accordance with then 

applicable state and local requirements. 

The Court of Appeals also ignored CC&R Article XIII.D (CP 98), which 

expressly permitted subdivision: 

In the event of subdivision of the Cape Saint Mary Ranch 

Tract, currently associated with the plat of Cape Saint Mary 

Estates, the new lots thereby created shall automatically 

create membership rights in the Cape Saint Mary 

Association subject to the terms and conditions of 

membership set forth in this declaration. 

Based on this one-sided approach to the evidence, for which there 

was no warrant at all in the CC&R Note, the Court of Appeals concluded 

(Appendix p. 15) that “subdividing the Ranch Tract would violate a 

covenant that is a plat restriction.” This despite the fact that both the Plat 

and the CC&Rs expressly contemplated subdividing the Ranch Tract!  

 
4 In 1985, Article VIII (renumbered as Article VII) was amended to state that the 

Ranch Tract could be used for “agricultural or residential” purposes (CP 248-270, 

particularly p. 262). Every current owner of Lots 1-29 took title under this amended 

provision (CP 111-147, 441-443). 
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In a nutshell, the Court of Appeals held that the Plat’s inclusion of 

the CC&R Note that referred to covenants permitting subdivision of the 

Ranch Tract, had the effect of prohibiting subdivision of the Ranch Tract. 

This perverse interpretation resulted entirely from the Court’s 

determination to effectuate the subjective and decades-old wishes of 

County officials. 

V. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

Roeder Co. v. Burlington N., Inc., 105 Wn.2d 269, 273, 714 P.2d 

1170 (1986) holds that when construing a plat the dedicator’s intent 

controls and that the plat language is the best evidence of that intent. The 

Court of Appeals cited this rule (Appendix p. 8) but plainly violated it. 

The record shows unambiguously that in 1981 it was the County that 

wished to impose density restrictions and the dedicators who objected. 

The approved Plat contains no density restriction and it expressly 

contemplates future subdivision of lots. The contemporaneous CC&Rs, by 

discussing the consequences if the Ranch Tract in particular was 

subdivided in the future, expressly permitted such subdivision.5 There is 

no competent evidence supporting the conclusion that the dedicators 

 
5 Cf. Wilkinson v. Chiwawa Communities Ass’n, 180 Wn.2d 241, 251, 327 P.3d 

614 (2014) (drafters of covenants “specifically anticipated and permitted rentals when 

they restricted the size of rental signs residents could hang”). 
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intended to limit subdivision of the Ranch Tract. All the evidence is to the 

contrary. 

Hollis v. Garwall, Inc., 137 Wn.2d 683, 695, 974 P.2d 836 (1999) 

holds that when construing a plat a court may consider extrinsic evidence, 

but only to illuminate what was written on the plat, not to add to or show 

any party’s intention independent of the instrument. The Court of Appeals 

violated this rule when it based its decision on extrinsic evidence of the 

County’s subjective intent that was not reflected in – and in fact contrary 

to – the words of the Plat. Similar evidence was ruled inadmissible in 

Hollis. Without the inadmissible evidence, there was no reason to read the 

CC&R Note as more than simple notice that private covenants existed.6 

The Court of Appeals’ decision involves issues of substantial 

public interest. Washington has an official system for recording property 

titles and transactions. Property owners, purchasers, and title companies 

have a right to rely on that recorded information. See Olson v. Trippel, 77 

Wn. App. 545, 550-51, 893 P.2d 634 (1995). The recording system is 

 
6 In Shaffer v. Board of Trustees of Sandy Hook Yacht Club Estates, Inc., 76 Wn. 

App. 267, 274, 883 P.2d 1387 (Div. 1, 1994), the plat included a note referring to further 

“restrictions” imposed by the subdivision’s managing corporation. The court held that 

this note was not a plat restriction, but simply “a provision that notifies interested parties 

that certain power has been reserved by the Corporation to adopt regulations, 

reservations, and restrictions.” 
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made useless if a court may impose restrictions not found in the official 

records on the ground that, decades earlier, some government official 

wished to impose them. If this decision stands, thousands of properties in 

Washington will be at risk of arbitrary and unrecorded restrictions and the 

utility of the state-wide property recording system will be destroyed. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Plat does not restrict the use or subdivision of the Ranch Tract. 

In deciding that such restrictions exist, the Court of Appeals relied on 

extrinsic evidence of the County’s unilateral and subjective intent, 

independent of and actually contrary to the Plat’s terms. This violated 

well-settled principles of Washington law. If the Court of Appeals’ 

decision stands, then a purchaser of property would not be able to rely on 

the recorded plat because there might be other “intended” restrictions not 

recorded there. The public is entitled to rely on what is written, not what 

was intended (unilaterally, by one party) to be written. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

 

DATED:  March 30, 2020. 

 STOEL RIVES LLP 

s/Karl F. Oles  
Karl F. Oles 
Attorneys for Petitioner 
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FILED 
3/2/2020 

Court of Appeals 
Division I 

State of Washington 

IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

CAPE ST. MARY ASSOCIATES, ) NO. 79333-1-1 
) 

Appellant, ) DIVISION ONE 
) 

V. ) 
) UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

SAN JUAN COUNTY, ) 
) 

Respondent. ) FILED: March 2, 2020 

LEACH, J. - Cape St. Mary Associates (CSMA) challenges a San Juan 

County Hearing Examiner's decision that any application to subdivide or vacate 

the Ranch Tract of the plat Cape St. Mary Estates had to be signed by all of the 

lot owners in the subdivision. Because the Cape St. Mary plat unambiguously 

incorporated a restrictive covenant requiring that the Ranch Tract be used only 

for "primarily agricultural" purposes, RCW 58.17 .212 requires that all the lot 

owners . in the subdivision provide signatures showing their approval of any 

alteration proposal. We affirm. 

FACTS 

In 1978, CSMA, a business entity owned by the Oles family, submitted a 

preliminary plat for a subdivision to be known as Cape St. Mary Estates (Cape 
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St. Mary). The application proposed dividing 65 acres into 29 lots with an 

average density of 2.24 acres per lot. The 65 acres included both shoreline and 

upland property. CSMA also owned an adjacent 88-acre parcel called the Ranch 

Tract not included in the application. 

The San Juan County Planning Commission recommended that the board 

of county commissioners deny the application unless CSMA revised it to reduce 

housing density. 1 The board adopted this recommendation. 

CSMA filed a lawsuit challenging the board's decision. The court denied 

CSMA's request to approve the plat as proposed but remanded the matter to the 

planning commission for a new hearing because of a problem with the record. 

At the new hearing, CSMA presented a revised proposal that included the 

Ranch Tract. In April 1980, the planning commission issued findings and a 

decision that recommended approval of the preliminary plat of Cape St. Mary 

Estates. In May 1980, the board approved the revised preliminary plat "[b]ased 

on the findings and recommendations presented to the Board by· the Planning 

Commission." Of significance to this case, the commission recommended that 

"[a]pproximately 90 acres known as Oles Ranch [would] be included as a tract, 

1 At the time, San Juan County had not adopted a comprehensive plan. 
The San Juan County Shoreline Master Program designated the shoreline 
property "Rural" with a density of one dwelling unit per two acres. But no density 
restriction applied to the upland property. 

-2-
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subject to all restrictions and covenants, including that it be for agricultural 

purposes-not residential." 

Later, the San Juan County Planning Director advised CSMA that the 

conditions of approval recommended by the commission would apply when the 

board reviewed CSMA's final plat application. CSMA disagreed and asked the 

board to review the planning director's determination. At a hearing on July 7, 

1981, the· board affirmed the director's decision about conditions for final plat 

approval. CSMA did not seek judicial review of this decision. 

On July 14, 1981, the board confirmed that it had approved the preliminary 

plat with the conditions recommended by the planning commission for 

preliminary plat approval and approved the final plat. CSMA did not seek judicial 

review of this decision. 

Consistent with the board's decisions, CSMA recorded a plat map that 

included the Ranch Tract as Lot 30. The plat map included 15 numbered 

restrictions plus an additional unnumbered provision. 

Restriction 1 states, "If any private deed restrictions are in conflict with the 

restrictions which appear on the face of this plat, the more restrictive provision 

shall apply. However, the County shall not be party to any private restrictions." 

The unnumbered provision states, "For further restrictions, see the 

Declarations of Covenants, Conditions, Easements, Liens, and Restrictions for 

-3-
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Cape St. Mary Estates as recorded at Auditor's File No. 117735, records of San 

Juan County, Washington" (CC&Rs). 

Section VIII of the CC&Rs describes "Miscellaneous Use Restrictions on 

the Cape Saint Mary Ranch Tract." This section describes various restriction 

including a requirement that the Ranch Tract "is to be used primarily for 

agricultural purposes." 

Cape St. Mary lot owners "amended the original covenants multiple 

times." For example, in 1985, they amended the covenants to state that the 

Ranch Tract could be used for "agricultural or residential purposes."2 But the 

county never modified the final plat, which still references the original CC&Rs 

recorded in 1981. 

In early 2017, CSMA asked the San Juan County Department of 

Community Development for a determination of signature requirements for an 

application to vacate or subdivide the Ranch Tract. In April 2017, the director 

determined that "[a]n application to vacate the ranch tract from the [Cape St. 

Mary] plat is subject to SJCC 18.70.0S0(B) and RCW 58.17.212 [and] requires 

an agreement signed by all parties subject to the covenants recorded in AF 

117735." She also concluded that "[a]n application to subdivide the Ranch Tract 

is a plat alteration application [and under] SJCC 18.70.0S0(A) and RCW 

2 · CSMA states, "Every current owner of Lots 1-29 took title under the 
amended" covenants. 

-4-
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58.17.215 [and] must contain an agreement signed by all parties subject to the 

covenants recorded in AF 117735." 

CSMA appealed and also asked the hearing examiner to "clarify that the 

Ranch Tract can be further subdivided for agricultural or residential purposes." In 

November 2017, the hearing examiner affirmed the director's decision. He found 

that the director's decision was "fully supported by substantial and credible 

evidence [and] was not clearly erroneous." 

The hearing examiner found that the plat was unambiguous about 

restrictions on the Ranch Tract. The hearing examiner looked at the "face of the 

plat" and noted that it "expressly uses the term 'restrictions"' and described the 

restriction "by a specific recording number, i.e. a specific writing, not a draft 

subject to unilateral revision by the applicant." Further, the hearing examiner 

stated that the restriction "referenced on the face of the plat by the specific 

recording number restricts use of the Ranch Tract to primarily agricultural uses." 

Based on this evidence, he concluded that "the Ranch Tract is included as part of 

the plat, numbered as Lot 30 therein; and ... 'Restrictions' applying to the plat, 

including Lot 30, include provisions that mandate primarily agricultural instead of 

residential use of Lot 30." 

The hearing examiner further found that even if the plat was ambiguous, 

the evidence submitted by the parties established that the director's interpretation 

-5-
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was "credibly and convincingly" correct. The hearing examiner agreed with the 

director that the Ranch Tract was added to reduce density impacts to Cape St. 

Mary. He also concluded that the director's determination was not clearly 

erroneous and that Cape St. Mary "failed to exhaust [its] available legal 

remedies" over the 35 years since the plat was recorded. 

CSMA appealed to the superior court. The superior court affirmed the 

hearing examiner and adopted his findings and conclusions. CSMA appeals. 

ANALYSIS 

CSMA offers three reasons why we should find the hearing examiner's 

decision incorrect. First, it claims that the CC&Rs do not create a plat provision 

restricting the use of the Ranch Tract. Second, it contends that the hearing 

examiner improperly considered extrinsic evidence. Finally, it concludes that 

SJCC 18.70.080.B and RCW 58.17.215 do not apply to the facts of this case. 

We disagree. 

Standard of Review 

The Land Use Petition Act3 governs review of land use decisions.4 Land 

use decisions are "final determination[s] by a local jurisdiction's body or officer 

with the highest level of authority to make the determination," like the hearing 

examiner, and include "interpretative or declaratory decision[s] regarding the 

3 Ch. 36. 70C RCW. 
4 Lauer v. Pierce County, 173 Wn.2d 242, 252, 267 P.3d 988 (2011 ). 

-6-
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application to a specific property of zoning or other ordinances or rules."5 This 

court's review of these decisions is limited to review of the record before the 

hearing examiner. 6 

This court reviews challenges to a legal determination de novo.7 When we 

consider whether a local agency decision is an "erroneous interpretation of the 

law," we allow "for such deference as is due the construction of a law by a local 

jurisdiction with expertise."8 We will find a decision to be "clearly erroneous if, 

'although there is evidence to support it, the reviewing court on the record is left 

with the definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed, "'9 after 

deferring "to factual determinations made by the highest forum below that 

exercised fact-finding authority."10 

The Plat Unambiguously Incorporates the Agricultural Use Restriction 

CSMA contends that the CC&R provision requiring that the Ranch Tract 

"be used primarily for agricultural purposes" is not a county-imposed plat 

restriction controlling the use of the Ranch Tract. We disagree. 

5 RCW 36.70C.020(2)(b). 
6 Lauer, 173 Wn.2d at 253. 
7 King County Dep't of Dev. & Envtl. Servs. v. King County, 177 Wn.2d 

636,643,305 P.3d 240 (2013). 
8 RCW 36.70C.130(1)(b); RMG Worldwide LLC v. Pierce County, 2 Wn. 

App. 2d 257, 269-70, 409 P.3d 1126 (2017). 
9 Lauer, 173 Wn.2d at 253 (quoting Phoenix Dev., Inc. v. City of 

Woodinville, 171 Wn.2d 820, 829, 256 P.3d 1150 (2011 )). 
10 CingularWireless LLC v. Thurston County, 131 Wn. App. 756,768, 129 

P.3d 300 (2006). 
-7-
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When a court construes a plat, "the intention of the dedicator controls." 11 

Unless a plat is ambiguous, a court determines that intention "from all the marks 

and lines appearing on the plat." 12 

The plat of Cape St. Mary Estates lists 15 numbered restrictions. The 

following language appears immediately below the fifteenth restriction: "For 

further restrictions, see the Declarations of Covenants, Conditions, Easements, 

Liens, and Restrictions for Cape St. Mary Estates as recorded at Auditor's File 

No. 117735, records of San Juan County, Washington." These CC&Rs include a 

section with the heading "MISCELLANEOUS USE RESTRICTIONS ON THE 

CAPE SAINT MARY RANCH TRACT." The section begins with the statement 

that "the Cape Saint Mary Ranch Tract is subject to the immediately following 

covenants and restrictions." The first restriction states that the "tract is to be 

used primarily for agricultural purposes." 

The plat statement referring the reader to the CC&Rs recorded at 

Auditor's File No. 117735 for further restrictions incorporates by reference the 

restrictions on the use of the Ranch Tract listed in the CC&Rs. The incorporated 

restrictions are plat restrictions. The fact that the CC&Rs may also create 

additional private covenants does not change this result. So the CC&R provision 

11 Roeder Co. v. Burlington N., Inc., 105 Wn.2d 269, 273, 714 P.2d 1170 
(1986). 

12 Roeder, 105 Wn.2d at 273. 
-8-
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restricting the Ranch Tract primarily to agricultural uses is a plat restriction. The 

hearing examiner did not err in deciding that the plat unambiguously included the 

Ranch Tract as Lot 30 and incorporated a restriction limiting it to primarily 

agricultural use "instead of residential use." 

CSMA makes a series of arguments in challenging this conclusion. Most 

are unsupported by legal authority, and we find none persuasive. 

First, while CSMA agrees that the plat is unambiguous, it contends that 

the reference to the CC&Rs did not incorporate additional plat restrictions. 

Instead, it merely alerted potential purchasers to the existence of recorded 

private covenants. 

"The common law doctrine of incorporation by reference has general 

usage in civil law and is recognized in Washington."13 The doctrine applies to 

government decisions when a public document "is adequately identified 'so that 

there is no uncertainty as to what was adopted."'14 

13 State v. Ferro, 64 Wn. App. 195, 198, 823 P.2d 526 (1992). 
14 Scott Paper Co. v. City of Anacortes, 90 Wn.2d 19, 31, 578 P .2d 1292 

(1978) (quoting Friedman v. Goodman, 219 Ga. 152, 160, 132 S.E.2d 60 (1963)); 
see also Wash. State Major League Baseball Stadium Pub. Facilities Dist. v. 
Huber, Hunt & Nichols-Kiewit Constr. Co., 176 Wn.2d 502, 517, 296 P.3d 821 
(2013) (stating that generally "'[i]f the parties to a contract clearly and 
unequivocally incorporate by reference into their contract some other document, 
that document becomes part of their contract."') (alteration in original) (quoting 
Satomi Owners Ass'n v. Satomi, LLC, 167 Wn.2d 781, 801, 225 P.3d 213 
(2009)). 

-9-
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The plat explicitly identifies a specific document, recorded CC&Rs, as the 

source of additional applicable restrictions. This language is not uncertain. It is 

specific .rather than general boilerplate language referring to external covenants 

and restrictions. CSMA cites no legal authority prohibiting a plat from identifying 

restrictions by reference in this manner. Its proposed interpretation ignores the 

phrase "for further restrictions, see .... " 

CSMA suggests that all plat restrictions must appear on the face of a plat. 

It relies on a statement in Jones v. Town of Hunts Point:15 "The inference that 

the restriction was a term of approval is supported by the fact that it was printed 

on the face of the plat." But Jones does not consider whether a restriction may 

be incorporated by reference, so it does not support CSMA's position. CSMA 

cites no other authority supporting its claim. "'Where no authorities are cited in 

support of a proposition, the court is not required to search out authorities, but 

may assume that counsel, after diligent search, has found none."'16 

Second, CSMA asserts that because the plat is unambiguous, the hearing 

examiner should not have considered extrinsic evidence. This position 

misrepresents the hearing examiner's analysis. The hearing examiner explicitly 

found that the plat was unambiguous and determined that based upon the plat 

15 166 Wn. App. 452,459,272 P.3d 853 (2011). 
16 State v. Logan, 102 Wn. App. 907,911 n.1, 10 P.3d 504 (2000) (quoting 

DeHeer v. Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 60 Wn.2d 122, 126, 372 P.2d 193 (1962)). 
-10-
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language and the doctrine of adoption by reference, the agricultural use 

restriction applied to the Ranch Tract. He then noted that if the plat was 

ambiguous, a consideration of the extrinsic evidence presented by the parties 

would produce the same result. 

And Washington law permits an administrator or court to consider extrinsic 

evidence to determine the intent or purpose of a restrictive covenant, even if it is 

unambiguous on its face.17 CSMA cites no authority questioning the use of the 

"context rule" in construing plats. This claim fails. 

Third, CSMA contends that the hearing examiner improperly used 

extrinsic evidence to "materially change the plain meaning of the CC&R Note." 

CSMA supports this claim by noting that "none of the restrictions" on the face of 

the plat "affects the use of the Ranch Tract" except for number 14 that limits 

activities near the well. And it suggests that because some of the restrictions 

listed in the CC&Rs that apply to other lots are also described in the restrictions 

on the face of the plat, the hearing examiner's conclusion that the CC&Rs were 

incorporated as plat restrictions is wrong. Finally, it claims that because "[t)he 

plat contains no language prohibiting ... the Ranch Tract from further 

subdivision" and the plat "expressly contemplates further subdivision of lots," the 

17 Hollis v. Garwall, Inc., 137 Wn.2d 683, 696, 974 P.2d 836 (1999). 
-11-
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hearing examiner's conclusion that the Ranch Tract is restricted to "primarily 

agricultural" use and from subdivision is also wrong. 

As discussed above, a dedicator may incorporate restrictions by 

reference. CSMA provides no logical explanation why including some 

restrictions on the face of the plat that also appear in the CC&Rs prevents 

incorporating by reference other restrictions not appearing on the face of the 

plat.1s 

Instead, CSMA quotes the language of restriction 4 and a CC&R provision 

out of context to assert that because some of the restrictions address 

requirements for further subdivision, no restriction can be read to forbid further 

subdivision of any lot in the plat. Restriction 4 states, "Lots in the subdivision 

shall not be further subdivided 'except in accordance with County and State laws 

pertaining to replatting, provided such division is consistent with the Shoreline 

Master Program and all other official land use regulations.'" 

The cited CC&R reference states, "Any application for subdivision of the 

Cape St. Mary Ranch Tract shall be in accordance with the applicable state and 

local requirements."19 

18 Logan, 102 Wn. App. at 911. 
19 CSMA also asserts that the hearing examiner "ignored" this section. It 

does not explain how it comes to this conclusion. 
-12-
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The phrases "shall not be further subdivided except" and "[a]ny application 

for subdivision" do not authorize or approve further subdivision. Instead, they 

require that any further subdivision, if otherwise authorized, be consistent with 

applicable law. So CSMA's argument fails. 

Fourth, CSMA contends that the plat "cannot reasonably be interpreted to 

incorporate a density restriction" because "[n]othing in the plat" or the CC&Rs 

"limits the density of the [Cape St. Mary] subdivision or precludes subdivision of 

the Ranch Tract." This argument does not directly address the issue before this 

court: who must sign an application to vacate or subdivide. The hearing 

examiner did not resolve the merits of a properly signed application. But 

alteration or vacation of the Ranch Tract would violate the requirement that the 

Ranch Tract, as a single lot, be used primarily for agricultural purposes. 

Because this argument conflates the issue we must decide, we do not address it 

further. 

Fifth, CSMA asserts that the CC&Rs, as recorded, created private 

restrictions. So, because the plat states that the county "shall not be party to any 

private restrictions," the county was not a party to the CC&Rs. But RCW 

58.17.170(3)(b) provides that a subdivision is "governed by the terms of approval 

of the final plat." The face of the plat here incorporates by reference the CC&R 

-13-
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restrictions on the use of Ranch Tract.20 So these restrictions are not private and 

CSMA's argument fails. 

Finally, CSMA contends that Washington property rights will be thrown 

into confusion if this court accepts the hearing examiner's conclusions because 

purchasers must look to the face of a plat to discover use restrictions. This is an 

indirect attack on incorporation by reference, an issue we have resolved. So this 

contention fails. 

The Hearing Examiner Did Not Erroneously Apply SJCC 18. 70. 080 

CSMA asserts that "even if ... the Ranch Tract is restricted to a 'primarily 

agricultural' use," the hearing examiner's determination that an application to 

vacate and alter the plat to allow subdivision of the Ranch Tract would trigger 

SJCC 18.70.080 (A) and (B) was clearly erroneous. First, it claims that an 

application for a subdivision would not result in the violation of a covenant 

because "[t]here is no provision in the CC&Rs barring subdivision of the Ranch 

Tract, and there never has been." Second, it claims that the plat restriction was 

not a covenant. Finally, it claims, in the alternative, that the current owners of 

lots 1-29 were never subject to the original covenant because none of them 

owned their properties in 1981 nor did they ever own the Ranch Tract. We find 

none of .these arguments persuasive. 

20 Jones, 166 Wn. App. at 459. 
-14-
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SJCC 18. 70.080(A)(1 ), governing subdivision alteration, provides: 

If the subdivision is subject to restrictive covenants which were filed 
at the time of the approval of the subdivision, and the application for 
alteration would result in the violation of a covenant, the application 
shall contain an agreement signed by all parties subject to the 
covenants providing that the parties agree to terminate or alter the 
relevant covenants to accomplish the purpose of the alteration of 
the subdivision or portion thereof.[21 1 

SJCC 18.70.080(8)(1), governing subdivision vacation, provides: 

If the subdivision is subject to restrictive covenants which were filed 
at the time of the approval of the subdivision, and the application for 
vacation would result in the violation of a covenant, the application 
shall contain an agreement signed by all parties subject to the 
covenants providing that the parties agree to terminate or alter the 
relevant covenants to accomplish the purpose of the vacation of the 
subdivision or portion thereof.[221 

First, CSMA asserts that the restriction of the Ranch Tract to primarily 

agriculture use does not prevent subdivision because it is not a density 

restriction. But, as we have noted, vacation or subdivision of the Ranch Tract 

would violate the requirement that this lot be used primarily for agricultural 

purposes. And we are not reviewing a decision to deny a properly signed 

application. Because vacating or subdividing the Ranch Tract would violate a 

covenant that is a plat restriction, a request to do this triggers SJCC 18, 70.080(A) 

and (B). So the hearing examiner properly concluded that any proposal to 

21 The language of this provision is essentially the same as RCW 
58.17.215. 

22 The language of this provision is essentially the same as RCW 
58.17.212. 
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subdivide the Ranch Tract requires the signatures of all property owners in Cape 

St. Mary, reflecting their approval. 

Second, CSMA claims that the restriction is not a covenant. A covenant is 

an "agreement or promise of two or more parties that something is done, will be 

done, or will not be done."23 Often these promises relate to real property and 

"are created in conveyances or other instruments."24 Restrictions on the face of 

a plat can also be covenants. 25 

CSMA recorded the CC&Rs at the time of the original subdivision. The 

CC&Rs. were an agreement signed by the original owners of Cape St. Mary, 

including the owners of the Ranch Tract. And the CC&Rs stated that the Ranch 

Tract was subject to certain covenants and restrictions, including the limitation 

that the tract be used "primarily for agricultural purposes." CSMA does not point 

to evidence or language supporting its assertion that this restriction was not a 

covenant. Instead it cites to an unpublished opinion, Picnic Point Preservation 

Committee v. Snohomish County, 26 where the court stated that the restrictions on 

the face of the plat considered in that case were not covenants. Apart from its 

lack of precedential value, Picnic Point did not change the rule, as stated, for 

23 Hollis, 137 Wn.2d at 690-91 (quoting 9 RICHARD R. POWELL, POWELL ON 
REAL PROPERTY§ 60.01 [2] at 60-5 (1998)). 

24 Hollis, 137 Wn.2d at 690-91 (quoting POWELL at 60-5). 
25 Hollis, 137 Wn.2d at 693. 
26 No. 76645-7-1, slip op. at 7 (Wash. Ct. App. May 29, 2018) 

(unpublished) http://www.courts.wa.gov/opinions/pdf/766457.pdf. 
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example, in Hollis, that a restriction on the face of a plat may also be a 

covenant. 27 

CSMA also contends that the CC&Rs have been amended and the 

original CC&Rs do not apply to the current owners of lots 1-29. But the plat 

incorporates a specific document, the original CC&Rs, and not any changes to 

them. The plat has not been altered, so CSMA's claim that latter amendments 

had any effect on the plat restrictions fails. We also note that CSMA cites no 

authority for the proposition that property owners can unilaterally modify 

conditions of plat approval by amending the CC&Rs without submitting them to 

the county for approval.28 The hearing examiner correctly concluded that the 

"face of the plat expressly incorporates the version of CC&Rs recorded under 

AFN [Auditor's File No.] 117735, no other." 

Finally, CSMA claims that, because all current owners of lots 1-29 

purchased their property after 1981, they are not subject to the original CC&Rs 

and only took title subject to the amended version. But these owners took title 

subject to all plat provisions and those have not changed. So CSMA's argument 

fails. 

We conclude that the hearing examiner did not err in concluding that any 

vacation and alteration of the Ranch Tract would violate one of Cape St. Mary's 

27 Hollis, 137 Wn.2d at 693. 
28 The hearing examiner noted this in his decision. 
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covenants. So any application for this requires the signatures of all property 

owners in the subdivision. 

Attorney Fees 

The respondent intervenors request attorney fees under RAP 18.1 and 

RCW 4.84.370(1). This court may award attorney fees when applicable law 

authorizes them.29 RCW 4.84.370(1) authorizes a court to award reasonable 

attorney fees and costs 

to the prevailing party or substantially prevailing party on appeal 
before the court of appeals ... of a decision by a county, city, or 
town to issue, condition, or deny a development permit involving a 
site-specific rezone, zoning, plat, conditional use, variance, 
shoreline permit, building permit, site plan, or similar land use 
approval or decision. The court shall award and determine the 
amount of reasonable attorneys' fees and costs under this section 
if: 

(a) The prevailing party on appeal was the prevailing or 
substantially prevailing party before the county ... and 

(b) The prevailing party on appeal was the prevailing party or 
substantially prevailing party in all prior judicial proceedings. 

The respondent and respondent intervenors prevailed below, and they 

prevail here. And "[t]he award of attorney fees is not limited to the judgment 

29 RAP 18.1. 
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debtor, but may be made to an intervening party who prevails."30 So we award 

fees to the respondent intervenors, provided they comply with RAP 18.1. 

CONCLUSION 

We affirm. CSMA fails to establish that the hearing examiner erred in 

concluding that the plat restricted the Ranch Tract to a primarily agricultural use 

and that this restriction was a condition of final plat approval. It also fails to 

establish that the hearing examiner erred in finding that the restriction was a 

covenant and that an application for subdivision would violate this covenant, thus 

triggering SJCC 18.70.080. 

WE CONCUR: 

3° Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. v. Nw. Paving & Constr. Co., 77 Wn. App. 474, 
478, 891 P.2d 747 (1995) (citing Yakima Adjustment Serv., Inc. v. Durand, 28 
Wn. App. 180,622 P.2d 408 (1981)). 
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RESTRICTIONS 
1. tf ~ private deed :a:est:rictions ai:e in ccnfl.ict with the netric:tiona 'Which oppe11r on the face 

af. this plat, the lll0'l.'e rest:ricti'-'9 ~ llha1l vc,,,am. lbllwar, t:ha OMity aha1l not be 
~· ti:> uw private nst:ric:tJona. . 

2.. flus aulxliviaion has been appz:ovm by the z:eap:mdb1e 0:ulty officials en the pt'a!llae that I.eta 
1 t::tu:u 29 will be ocaJpier! by a:> l!m'O than rm aJngl.e-family dwellJng and related ~. 
Ho lot Bhll1l be ot:hm:wi8e ax:upied ar div.ldai \JnleBS the lot owner can firat da!alat:n.te t.o the 
Cmnty'a aa~ th4t the pccw1aions far Wilt&' BIJilP].y, aewage cUBpcea1, c:J.rQalation, lot 
eue an:l m1atad pl.anninJ m,sideraticns m:e aaer;uat.e to serve t.he p.tqlCleilS uae. 0::111,U.anae vi.th 
this pix,ria:u:m shall be effected thrc:uJh writt:an l(JPlieaticn to t:he Plat Jllhini.at:tator "110 llhall 
be respcz1Bible far: oc:iaminatinJ am~ the reriat of IIUd\ nquests. 

3. All st:ruat:uxes shall be set back o minlmD of twenty (20) feet fzm the qe of Crf private 
right-of-way, mi a IIW'UDIIII of fifty (SO) feet fmD t:he centerline of tiff/ pm1ic ri.ght-<>f-way. 

4 • tots in t.hia BUl:xliviaic:Sl shall net be further divided, inclm.irl] diviaic:ft by short plattiff:1, 
eoccept in aax:irdm::le with e.c:unty am state 1aws pertai.nin:J to xeplat:tin:;, p:tW!din..J nch 
divisicn of p,.operty is a:msistent with the SVlreline Master Progrm am au other 
offieial lard use xegul.atitlns. Un3er art/ xeplat 'Which further: divides MrJ lot, the plat road(a) 

--aall be mmtcuctsi to CXJll>lY with the eun:ently adq:,ta! rainiJlm st:amams ard specificaticna 
fer subdiviaicn mlda1 am, such reoanatzucticn shall begin at the point cf cannecticn with the 
_0:luntf a:1111! ~ nm to am cmpletel.y serve that axea repl.atted. 

5. '!be lot owners lhaU haw joint respansibil.it:y far the~ of the xoad llhaffl en the face 
of the plat aa Bt.IZA DRIVE, Maint:eMn::e of the bl:> aooeu road eumait:s listed in 1ha clecli• 
cation shall be the resp:msSbil.ity of the cwnm:a of 1ota erval by said ell8GZlente. 

6. ftlB c:iwrmra of IDt:a 7 thmu;h 14 will have the :esponsibility of qeratin; am aaintaininJ a 
~ collectia\ ayst:an am dra1nfiel.d in IDts 20 am 21, or u::h other locat.im as ffl1Jt/ be 
detez:ndmd aatisfactoJ:y an:! acceptable to the app.-c,p:iate pJb1.ic health officula. 

J. Nater vill be SllR'l ied by the cape St. Maxy water Company tn accordcnce with the terms ond CCll'ldltlons 
of the water r1Gh1s oareement as recorded ot Audttor'I File No. II 713 'f: 

a. adld.inJ aet:J:a::k line: All residences am other st:z:uctm-es shall be l.ocat.ed upland of the· 
bdldh311 seti:ladc line as ah:M1 en the face of t:he plat. 

t. Mxrinr:J St:ruct:w:es: Al.1 awl,icationa for mooring~ in this aubliviaic:D llhll1l be u,
ject to the prcwisi0ns of the County's Sh0l:eline MaBtel;" Pr.o:)l:iiii,. 

10. Ho c,itt:i.rr:J of t:r:ees except f0r safety :i:eaalrlS shall be allC'Mld Yithin the 30-fcot vi.de st:rlp of 
lani al:ut:tinJ Sper.ry Ital. (Olunty 11011d No, 121) in lDtS l ard 29 as sh0wn Cll the faDe af the 
plat. . 

~. lb ~ shall be all.ailed acrou the ane-faot wide strip of land ab.ltt:inJ Spen:y lblll:! (Cbunty 
lllad NO. Ul) in tots 1 an:1 29 as sh:lwn an the face of t:be plat. 

U, "ft:ee mstrieti.on: No trees with ll trunk cliamat:er cp:eeta" than 18 inches at breut bel.ght ehall 
be~ between the blildin;r line am shcnl.ile. '1him1nJ anl11qipin3 iB alJc,.,.,, anly whun 
necessary to enhance the view. 

13. No baiJdhq, clearinJ an:i C0nSb:UCt1on in gerieral will be a)lc,,,ed f.iQq Jamm:y 15 to July l of 
eadl year betNeen the 330 foot am 660 foot ra4iuB lines arounrl the F.agle•s Neat as alum an 
the face of the plat., aid 111> bdldin;r or clearblg will be all,...t within the 33o-foot Dlllius 
Um a~ OD:/ time. 

1.4. !be Cllffll!l'S of cape st. Maxy JlanCb tract shall be s:estrlct:e:! fMII canstz:uctiDJ, maint:ai.ninJ er 
al.l.airin; t.o be cx:mt::ructecl or maintained within 100 feet of the well, 1111 all:lwa\ an the face of 
the pl.at Crf of the fol.lcMin1: oesspools, aaier:s, privies, sepl:iic tanks, drainfields, marme 
piles, gaz:bage of any kind or deacripticm, bams, chicken hxlaes, rabbit mtx:he:s, pigpens, or 
ether esw:lo9ureB er st:ruc:tues fer the keepU3IJ or maintenance of fowls or anbnals, or atorage 
or use of 1.iqlwl c: m:y c:hernicals, hm:bicides, or insecticides, as laRJ as said wU ls qJBr
at.ed to p:cNide water far public er private water ~-

ll. 'The Easterlr lot lines of Lots 18 ond 19 shall be fenced wilhin ell montha of final appnwol of this ptot. 

1t1r furtber reetrict1cns, aee the Declaration of 0:M!:Mnta, Ocnli.tians, laBEIDenta, Liens, am 
lteab:'ictirm far e.ape St. Mu:y BStat:es a tet ouW at Aiditar's File It>. lt71,l S , zeccd& 
of San Juan 0amd:y, Wa.ahi.ngt:cln. 
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